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The information contained in this facsimile message is CONFIDENTIAL information intended only for the use of
the individual or entity named above, If the reader of this message is not the recipient you are hereby notified that
any dissemination, distribution or copy of this communication is stñctly PROHIBITED and will be considered as a
tortuous interference in our confidential business relationships. Additionally, unauthorized dissemination of this
confidential information subjects you to criminal and cMl penalties, if you have received this communication in
error, please immediately notify us by telephone and return the original to us at the above address via the U.S.
Postal Service.



COMMISSION ON
ETHICS AND PUBLIC
TRUST

Memo
To: Norman Wartman, Chair

Fmni Robert Meyers, Executive Director
Commission on Ethics and PublicTrust

Date: 12/11/00

Re: Request for Opinion

I am in receipt of your fax dated November 30, 2000 and I wanted to respond
accordingly. You state in your fax that you own a marina in Key Largo and are planning to
buy another marina in Key Largo that is next to U.S. 1. You claim that this section of U.S. I
will be rebuilt by Florida DOT. in approximately four to five years. You assert that DOT may
have to buy back a piece of the new property you are considering purchasing and DOT
reconstruction work will likely affect this marina. Finally, you indicate that your board CTAC
voted in favor of this DOT project some time in the past.

Based upon the fads that have been presented, I see no conflict of interest at the
present time. First, It does not appear that at the time your board voted in support of the DOT
expansion project, a conflict of interest was created because your potential purchase of the
marina will occur long after the vote of your board. If, however, you had plans to purchase
the marina at the time you voted to support the DOT project, I might look at this a bit
differently. Secondly, any DOT project that is likely to commence with respect to this stretch
of land will not take place for a number of years. By then, you may not be serving on the
board, If you are serving on the board at the time the DOT project begins, you may want to
revisit the question at that time. It would be my advice to you that if in the future your board
decides to take a position on this DOT project and you are the owner of the marina within
these boundaries, you would simply disclose that fact on the record. I would assume that
many other businesses will be affected by the expansion and you would not uniquely benefit.
Also, your board’s position is not controlling on DOT and this influences my opinion as well.

Finally, please understand that I do not have the formal authority under local law to
give you an "official" ethics opinion. For an official opinion to be issued, the mailer would
have to be presented to the Ethics Commission. If you want this mailer to be heard by the
Ethics Commission, please let me know and I will place it on the agenda at an upcoming
meeting.
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